Introduction
We shall here study certain several variable analogues of the operator M* defined by
M*f(x) = sup --[ e-i"~f(t) dt , ix[ <

~ x=t
and the Fourier series maximal operator treated by Carleson [4] and Hunt [7] . Let R" be the Euclidean space of dimension s and let T,-----{x = =@I,---,x~)ER'; 0<xi<2z, i= 1,2 ..... s}. If x--@l,.-.,xs) and = ($1' "'" ' $") belong to R" we set x. $ = xi~i and Ix] = x . i=1 L. It6rmander has observed that the first part of the proof in [4] can be generalized to yield the following (unpublished) result.
If k is a C ~ Calder6n--Zygmund kernel defined in R', s ~ 2, and if
f ]f(x)[(log+,f(x)])~+~dx<oo for some ~>0, then f k(x--t)e-'e"f(t)dt=
T s Ts =o(loglog I~])
, t~]-+ 0% for almost every x in T,.
In Sections 1 to 3 in this paper we prove among other things the following theorem, which generalizes the L p estimate of the operator M* in [7] .
TEEORE~. Assume that k is a Calderdn --Zygmund kernel defined in R', s ~_ 2, which has continuous derivatives of order ~ s 4-1 outside the origin. Let the operator M be defined by
Mf(x) = sup f k(x --t) e-~"f(t)dt , x E T, o ~ER s ./ T s Then llMflrp ~ Cp[Iflre, 1 < p < ~, where thenorms are LP norms ta/cenwithrespeet to T, and Cp is a constant depending only on s, /C and p.
To prove the above theorem the second part of Carleson's proof in the version of Hunt is used. Most of the steps in the proof can easily be carried over to the case of several variables, but we need a new method to get the estimate required for the analogue of the ))change of pairs)> in [4] and [7] . This method is described in Section 1 and the detaits are carried out in Section 3.
In Section 4 we prove that the above theorem holds also in the case when /C is odd but without smoothness.
Section 5 contains extensions and applications of the results mentioned above. In Sections 5 and 6 the following convergence result is proved.
THEOREM. Let # be a bounded Borel measure in R" and assume that # has no point mass at the origin. Let 
K(x) -~ ~(x) /c(x) and Kn(x) = t~'K(Rx) , R :> O.
Then limfK.(x--t)f(t)dt --f(x) for almost every x in R" if fELP(R ~) for
R---> oo Y Bs some p with 1 ~ p ~ ~. (Here as always the integral is ta/cen in the principal value sense.)
In Section 6 we consider the square partial sums S~f(x) ----~ cke +k'~ of the Fourier (k~l<_a series of a function f E LI(T+) with Fourier coefficients ek, /C C Z'. We prove that if f C LP(T,) for some p > 1, then lim S,f(x) = f(x) for almost all x. This result has been obtained simultaneously and independently by C. Fefferman [5] , who uses a method different from ours. In the case s ~--2, p --2, the convergence has also been proved by N. 1%. Tevzadze [16] . l%fferman's proof can unlike ours be modified to handle other types of convergence than the one just described. Our method, however, gives a stronger result than Fefferman's when we extend the above convergence result to classes of functions close to LI(T,). More precisely we can prove that f r L (log L)" log log L is a sufficient condition for the convergence almost everywhere of the square partial sums.
In Section 7 we estimate the rectangular partial sums S,,~f(x, y) = ~ ~ ckte ~(k~`+t~' ) --nt --n
A theorem on maximal singular integrals
Let s be an integer not less than 2 and let ~4 denote the class of all complexvalued functions k defined in R'~{0}, which satisfy the following three conditions k is positively homogeneous of degree --s, i.e. k(2x) ~ 2-~k(x) for > o, x ~ R~\{o} (1.1) ~-0, where S is the unit sphere in R" and d~ is the surface ele-
Operators defined by convolution with kernels of this type are a subclass of the operators studied by Calder6n and Zygmund in [1] . We notice that the kernels in where the integral is taken in the principal value sense. It is not difficult to prove that for almost every x E T,
T s \(t ~ I~-tE<~)
exists for every ~ E R' and by first taking the sup in (1.4) over a countable set 
Here and in Sections 2--5 by Const. we mean a number depending only on the dimension s and the kernel /c and Cp denotes a number depending only on s, k and p.
In Section 3 will be given the proof of the following basic result. LEMMA 1. The proof of Lemma 1.2 is modelled on the proof of the estimate of m{M*ZF(X ) > y} in [7] . The proof in the ease of several variables is different from the one dimensional proof at some points. The greatest difficulty in our case lies in the proof of the inequality needed for the change of pairs (Lemma 3.3), in which we estimate an expression of the form
If Y,F is the characteristic function of a measurable set F c T,, then
where ~o is a cube in R', x E ~ and h E LI@). In the one variable case k(t) = t -1 and k(t)(1-e ~'~) = t-1(1-e ~) is a C ~ function, which makes the estimate of the above integral easy. (See [7] , p. 252.) In the case when k is a Calder6n --Zygmund kernel the function k(t)(1 --e ~'') has a singularity at the origin and we need a new technique to get the desired estimate. For simplicity assume that = T,. We proceed in the following way. Let ~v be a non-negative function in C~(R ~) with compact support and let ~(t) = 1 for ltl _< 2~s.
Define K by K(t) = k(t)(1 --e ~'~) ~v(t), t q R'. Let H be the function in L~(R ~) with Fourier transform /t(u) = (1 --lul2) (s+l)]2, IUl __< 1, and /~(u) = 0, lu] > 1. 
Define HR by HR(t) = R'H(Rt
Notation
Let Z denote the integers, Z+ the non-negative integers and let B be the set ofallcubes o~={xER';ri2z. 2 -~xi~ (ri+ 1)2z.2 -~, i= 1,2 ..... s}, for which ri and ~0 are integers and o) c (--4~,4~)'={xER'; [xl] ~4~, i = 1 , 2,... , s}. We define B* to be the set of all cubes which can be written as above, but for which we replace the condition that rl shall be an integer with the condition that 2r, is an integer. We let ~(r denote the side length of a cube co and let bk denote the number 2 -4, k = 0, 1 , 2 .... 
~EZ s I~EZ s
If o)* EB*, n E Z" and f E/2(o)*) we define C*@*) = max Cn(E), where If K is a function defined in R" and /~ a positive number define K~ by
where the integral is taken in the principal value sense.
Proof of the basic result
To shorten the proof of Lemma 1.2 we will assume that the reader is familiar with [7] and mention only the points where there are differences between the two proofs. For instance in the definitions of the polynomials Pk(x, 0)) and the partitions X2((n and that the partition f2(p*, k) has been constructed. For x E 10). 0)*(x) is defined to be one of the cubes in the set {~5 EB*;x E 1e5 and there exists 0) E Y2(p*, k) such that 0) c r and ~((5) ----2~(0))} which has maximal side length. We need the following lemma, which is essentially due to HSrmander. 
B(x) 71.k(x --t)(E~(t) --e-~(~-~)'tE~(t))dt and
where E* is the I-Iardy --Littlewood maximal function of En. If g is defined for g E LI(R ") by
(t) if t E co and $[co*] : n[(o*]. From this estimate it follows that f k(x--t) (E~(t) --e-'(~-')"E.(t))dt <Const.~(~*)-i/ ]x --t[-'+iM,(t)dt o) ~o and we conclude that ]B(x)I < Const. M*~(x).
It remains to estimate C(x). Suppose o~ E Y2(T*, k) und that e) is not conrained in eo*(x). 
Defining (~(t) by 5(t) = 5(0), t E (9 E Y2(p*,/c), and setting
Collecting the estimates of A, B and C we get
f. k(x --t)e-'~'tf(t)dt ~ Const. (E~(x) + M*~(x) ~-~n(x)) o~*\ o~ (~)
for all ~ and co* with the properties in the statement of the lemma.
7~, can be estimated by use of the fact that the adjoint of the operator g-~ !7 can be majorized by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. (See e.g. [17] , pp. 253--255.) For E~ and M~* well-known estimates hold and we obtain
The lemma now follows if we choose ~--~ Const. Llc b~_ly.
The reason for proving the above lemma for all ~ with ~[(9"] = n[ (9*] is that the several variable analogue of the Lemma 3.4 in [7] fails.
We will now describe how the estimate necessary for the change of pairs (cf. [7] , Lemma (10.2)) can be obtained. Also in this case it is the lack of an analogue of Lemma 3.4 in [7] that makes the proof more complicated. What is needed is the following lemma. and hence the last term in the above inequality is majorized by Const. IQI.
Proof of Lemma 3,3. Defining g by g(t)=f(t)-~e ~z'' we get
We introduce some auxiliary functions. Let ~v E C~(R ') vanish for It[ > 300 ~/s, be equal to 1 for It] < 200 ~r and satisfy 0 < ~(t) < 1 for all t E R'. Assume d@*) = 2~. 2 -" and define _K by 
A(x) = f K*H2~ R (x --t) e-~~ g(t)dt and
B(x) -~ f (K(x --t) --K,H2~ R (x --t)) e-i~o.t gft)dt J ~oy k(x --t)(1 --e ~(~-a)'(x-0) e-~o'
tg(t)dt = A(x) -4-B(x) .
For the estimation of A(x) first observe that for all u C R'
and using Fubini's theorem we obtain
A(x) = (2~)-sf l~(~'( 1 ( ) ]~z' 2 I(s+m'/2ei"x{f e-i('+~~ d~"
If R ~ C the hypothesis of the ]emma implies that To estimate B(x) we introduce the function
.]
Itl _<h
We claim that q)(z, h) < Const. A2~h'+X/21zI-S+l/2 , [z I < 2 -~ 100 ~/-s, h > 0. (3.7) to prove (3.6). (3.7) is easily obtained by a direct computation of D~K.
is used to establish (3.6).
We will now prove that
We have
2) it follows that the first term is less than Const. (2~/~)@(z, (2~R) -1) and using (3.6) we see that this can be majorized by the right hand side of (3.8). Using We remark that at the end of the proof of the basic result there are constructed sequences {~1} and {co*}, where ~j E R~ and wj* E B*, corresponding to the sequences {nj} and {co*} in Section 11 in [7] . The proof in several variables is different from the one in [7] in that we do not require that ~i E ' * Z+(%. ) for each j. With the modifications mentioned in this section the method in [7] gives the result m{x 6 Ts ; mZF(X ) > y} < B~, y-P mE, y > O, 1 < p < ~, (3.9) where Bp _< Const. p2/(p _ 1). Choosing p suitably (depending on y) we obtain Lemma 1.2.
Odd kernels without smoothness
In this section we will show that if the kernel k is odd, then the operator M associated with k is bounded on /2(Ts), 1 < p < ~, even if k does not satisfy regularity conditions such as (1.3). Let ~4' denote the class of all complex-valued kernels k which satisfy the following three conditions Proof. It is not difficult to see that Mf is measurable if f E L log L(Ts). In the proof of the theorem we will use the results for the operator M* in [7] . It is easy to see that the results in [7] hold even if we replace M* by the operator M1, defined by
We first give the proof of (C). Assume that f C Lv(T,) and extend f to lt" by setting it equal to zero outside T,. Let
--f k(x --t)e-~'tf(t)dt, x 9 Ts, S~(x)
Ix-tl>s
and let S~(x) be the pointwise limit of S~(x), when s tends to zero. Using the fact that k is odd we get
[x-tl>~ lyl>~ ,.. ,+,+ =
S e = e-i~'x l f k(y') (f t-l e~'/t f (x --ty')dt) da(y') .
S [tI>~
Letting s tend to zero we obtain / (/)
for almost every x 9 Ts and all ~ 9 R'. We therefore have 
l]~f(X) ~l f [~(y')[ (s~If t-le~vtf(x--ty')dt)d.(y'). s R
Using the inequality (2.2) in [8], p. 258, we get sup tl/P(MZF)*(t) ~ sup tl/P(MZF)**(t) _< 89 [" I~(y')[ {sup t~/e(M~x~( 9 , y'))**(t)}d~(y') < Y S
--1) -1 ; Ik(Y')l {sup tl/e(Ml~( 9 , y'))*(t)}da(y') ~ ./ t~O S P(P -1)-1 Const. p2(p-1)-l(mF)~]p ; ]]c(Y') lda(Y') -~
This inequality yields (3.9) with B e ~ Const. pa(p _ 1)-2 ~ O(p), p ~ oo. Using this estimate of B e we can complete the proof of (D) as in [11] , pp. 569--570.
Extensions and applications
In this section we will give some extensions and applications of Theorems 1.1 and 4.1. We first remark that a careful examination of the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 4.1 shows that the theorems hold also if we replace M by the operator ~r defined by
Ts\(t; Bx--tl<e )
We also point out that the results for the operator M 1 proved in [7] and [11] are special cases of the corresponding results for M in Theorem 1.1. This can be seen by taking s = 2 and choosing k as a suitable odd kernel.
So far we have only studied functions defined in T,, but now we will define the analogue of the operator M for functions defined in R ". For f E LP(R~), l<p< ~, let Nf be defined by
Nf(x)=sup f k(x--t)e-~"f(t)dt], xEW,
~ER s
It s
where k E d or d'. Then the following theorem holds. THEOZ~ 5.1.
If k belongs to d or ~4', then
IINf/I/, _< Cpllfll~, 1 < p < oo, 
Q /i
~,(x) = sup / k(x --t)e-~'~ f (t)dt , x E nQ, and set F~(x) equal to zero for x ~ nQ ,
Performing a change of variable and using the homogeneity of k we get
F=(x) = M(f(n. )) (n-ix), x E nQ .
Hence Theorem 1.1 or 4.1 with T~ replaced by Q yields for all x if f E C~(II ") and has compact support. Let f he of this type and fix x C R'. Take 2 so large that the support of f is eontained in a ball with center x and radius 2. Using the hypothesis we have / ;
= KR(x-t)dt + lim K(y)dy, F-+~ J
I~-~1-<~ n~<_ Ig-<~
and hence f
SRf(x) --f(x) = ~<-/ KR(x --t) (f(t) --f(x))dt --f(x) o+~lim a K(y)dy.
Ix-RX-<lyl-<e
The second term obviously tends to zero when R tends to infinity and the first term equals
/ { /'e'E~"lc(x--t) (f(t) --f(x))dt} e-"~'~d#(~) . (5.2)
Rs Ix-tl-<).
For ~ ~= 0 it follows from Riemann --Lebesgue's lemma that the inner integral tends to zero when _R tends to infinity. For all ~ and R the inner integral is The existence of kernels k in ~4 which satisfy the conditions in the above example follows from the fact that every function in C~(R*~{0}), which is homogeneous of degree zero and has mean value zero over the unit sphere, is the Fourier transform fc of some C ~ Calder6n --Zygmund kernel k. (See [3] , p. 312.)
We also want to point out that if k E r then the assumption that f E/2(1t') in Theorem 5. 
f E IY(R). Assume that L is a function
l f" l \ of ~ f(~) J
The square partial sums ot multiple Fourier series
In this section we study the square partial sums of a function f E/2(T,), given by /-. 
S,f(x) = ~ ck e 'k'x ~-~-" 11D~(x, --tOf(t)dt ,
Proof. We first treat the case s : 2. Let 1 < :p < co and define for f E L~(R2) and ~ER S'~f by ffe-'~('l+")f (tl,t~) ,Ie
To prove (6.3) it is sufficient to prove that the operator M~ defined by M~f(x) =
= sup ]S'r x q. R ~, is a bounded operator on LP(R~). We first claim that if setl f eLP(R 2) then for a.e. x in R 2
where the integrals are to be taken in the principal value sense. To establish (6.4) it is enough to prove it for f in a dense subclass of LP(R2). This can be done by computing the Fourier transform of both sides of (6.4) for f e L~(It ~) or we can proceed in the following way. Let f(xi, x2) : fi(xl)f~(x~), where fi and f2 e C'(R) and have compact support. We obviously have
for t i r x 1, 4 r x~, t i ~-t 2 ve x i,q-x 2. Using the ]~P estimates of the tIilbert transform and the operator M 1 defined in Section 4 we obtain ]lM:f][p, m < Cell flip,n,, and the proof of (6.3) is complete. (6.1) and (6.2) can be proved by use of the above method and the results in [7] and [11] for functions belonging to classes close to 11.
In the case s > 2 we use the following analogue of (6. 
F~(y)
a.e. y e R s .
As an application of the method which gave the estimate of M' 8 we will now prove that the condition k C ~4 in Theorem 5.2 can be replaced by the assumption that k is a CalderSn --Zygmund kernel for which k log + ]k] is integrable over where Cp is independent of O. Let k be a kernel of the type described above and define the operator N~, ~ E R s, by
Using (6.7) and the estimates in [2] , p. 304, we can prove that IINefllp,a. _< Cp[Ifll.,a~ , 1 < p < ~, (6.8) where Cp is independent of ~. The crucial step in the proof of (6.8) is the observation that if k 1 and ke are odd Calder6n --Zygmund kernels, then 
The rectangular partial sums of double Fourier series
For f E LI(T2) let the rectangular partial sums be defined by
&,nf(x, y) =~=_,~ ,=-n~ ck~e~(kx+~Y) = ~-2 f f Dm(x -t)Dn(y -u)f(t' u)dtdu' (x' y) e T2'
% where ck~ are the Fourier coefficients of f. that Smnf(x, y) = 0 (log n) a.e. and hence Sin,f (X, y) = O (log rain (m, n)) a.e. We remark that it is easy to show that the assumption f E LP(T2) for some p > 1 in the above theorem can be replaced by f C L (log L)2(T2).
We will now give a condition on the Fourier coefficients of a function f C L2(T2), which is sufficient for the convergence a.e. of the rectangular partiM sums. partial summation shows that IAI < Const. a*g. We also define P* and Q* by and analogously it follows that ICI < Const. Q*g. We have shown that S*f < Const. (a*g § P*g -4-Q*g -4-T'g). Using the boundedness in /52@1) of the operator SI* we can prove that P* and Q* are bounded operators on L2(T2). Also T* is bounded by the proof of Theorem 7.1 and the same holds for a* by Theorem 6.1. We therefore get and we let G~' and G: be defined by the same formula with f replaced by f' and f". (7.2) yields
Sm,,f(x, y) : S,~(G'~(. , y) ; x) § S,~(G:(. , y) ; x) .
From the definition of f' it follows that for fixed y as a function of has been studied by E. M. Stein [12] .
f e-i~'f(t) [
The operator M1, defined in Section 4 by Mlf(x ) = sup J x~ t dt , has ~ER been used to estimate S*. (See [7] .) We will show that for all odd values of s there is a close connection between the operators S* and M 1.
Assume that the functions O and r defined for non-negative real numbers satisfy the following three conditions: r is non-negative, convex, ~b(0) = 0 and q~(u)/u -~ oo, u -+ oo (ef. [18] , lo. 25). 
S I't
Denoting the inner integral by gE(x, y') we have The theorem follows if we integrate this inequality and use (8.6).
~E(X , y') = f ( f e-'E'~ t-lg(x --ty')dt) d#(~)
Taking q51(u ) = u, r ~ u(log + u) ~ and using Theorem 2 in [7] we see that if s is odd then Theorem 8. can be improved in the sense that ~b(u) ~ u(log+ u) 2 can be replaced by a function T(u) such that lira (T(u)~qS(u)) = O, then (8.7) can be improved in the same way.
u--> co
